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advance after the 16th year, or, possibly, after the 14th or 151
year. Some startling deductions have been suggested. What,
has been asked, is the use of spending so much time, and mone
and thought, and labour upon the education of " the masses,
whose intelligence cannot be improved? Would it not be moi
profitable to concentrate upon the supernormal few, and t
cease worrying so much about the normal many? And why a
this stir about adult education, seeing that Carlyle was not s
far wrong as we had supposed when he said that most of hi
fellow-countrymen were fools? To a good democrat these ar
disturbing questions.
As to the educability of adults, we have already seen that th
alleged disappearance of plasticity, of learning capacity, a
five-and-twenty or thereabouts, is mere opinion, not likely t
stand the test of scientific scrutiny. Again, the provisional cod
elusions that have been reached from the application of menta
tests are only to the effect that intelligence, or whatever it is tha
the tests measure, does not increase after, let us say, the perio<
of adolescence.  It is not suggested that intelligence actuall;
diminishes, at any rate until the period of senile decay sets in
If middle-aged men seem to have lost in mental alertness anc
adjustability (as British officers, relying upon experience ii
South Africa fifteen years earlier, are said to have done at th<
beginning of the first Great War) it is not because their intelli
gence has diminished, but because their education stopped toe
soon. Finally, even if it should be proved that an adult is ir
some sense less educable than a juvenile, it would still remair
desirable that he should be offered the means of developing
such intellectual and aesthetic interests as he may have begun
to form.  In short, the experimental psychologists will do no
harm by conducting investigations into the educability of the
adult. Meantime, the apostles of adult education had better
get on with their job.
As to "the masses** in general, including children and
adolescents as well as adults, we need similarly to entertain no

